
   

The circle of life is responsible for much of the drama that entices

many safari enthusiasts to continue exploring the bush.

   The survival tactics, the perfectly timed executions and the

unexpected escapes are bound to leave any wildlife lover
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enthralled. However, a certain degree of empathy is also stirred

from observing wild animals in their quest for survival, and the

raw simplicity of life in the bush is an alluring aspect for many

visitors. There are also many lessons to be learnt from the animal

kingdom - from trusting instincts and embracing strengths, to

working as a team and adapting in the face of adversity.

It is for these reasons that we wish to celebrate the natural cycles

of existence in this stunning gallery by Björn Persson, which

focuses on the delicately balanced ecosystem of the Ndutu area of

the Serengeti National Park in Tanzania.
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Björn Persson

Björn Persson is a professional wildlife photographer from

Sweden. For years he has travelled around Africa in search of

adventure and great images. His favourite country is Kenya and he

adores the vast plains of the Maasai Mara National Reserve.
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His concern for African wildlife started when he studied

conservation and was part of anti-poaching efforts in South Africa.

This was also when he realised the critical state that African

wildlife is in.

Since then, Björn's biggest amibtion with his photography has

been to spread awareness. A big part of any profit he makes from

selling his work is donated to various wildlife conservation projects

around Africa.
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The great migration ©Björn Persson

The rain brings the grass, and the grass brings the animals. It’s the

great migration and, in an ongoing search for food, millions of

zebra and wildebeest follow the rain clouds across the African

plains from the Maasai Mara to the Serengeti each year.
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Most people associate this natural phenomenon with spectacular

river crossings. However, from November to May some of the best

action takes place in the lesser known Ndutu in the heart of the

Serengeti Plains, where millions of animals can be found grazing

on the short grass around the Ngorongoro Crater. During this time

Ndutu also turns into a stage for another astonishing show – the

annual wildebeest calving.
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Life and death ©Björn Persson

At the end of March the migration heads back north. The silence

becomes defeaning, and Ndutu turns into one big graveyard full of

bones. The hollows in the skulls stare up at the dark clouds

approaching. Soon the rain will wash away the blood, along with
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the many tales of triumph and defeat. Soon even the bones will

decay and turn the season's stories into soil. This is nature’s way.

This is life and death on the plains of Ndutu.
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First steps ©Björn Persson

From early January to the middle of March half a million young

wildebeest come into the world. During calving season, pregnant

female wildebeest opt to give birth in Ndutu due to the grass being

rich in calcium and magnesium, which is good for milk production.
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As a result a vast herd begins to form in this area.

But being born as a weak wildebeest isn't easy. From the moment

that their trembling legs touch the ground, they are at risk of being

eaten, and less than half will reach five months old. The only

chance for survival is to stand up and to keep walking.
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The fight ©Björn Persson

The vultures won’t leave until every morsel has been devoured. But

during the course of their meal, there is a constant battle for

scraps. They use their strong claws and beaks to fight each other,

and the toughest birds will eat so much that they can even find it
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difficult to take to the skies again.
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Leftovers ©Björn Persson

A vulture's stomach is significantly stronger than that of other

animals or birds. This allows these scavengers to feed on rotting

carcasses that may be infected with dangerous bacteria, as their

stomach acids will break down that bacteria. This also means that
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vultures fill an important ecological niche because, by consuming

such waste, they are helping to clean up the ecosystem and prevent

the spread of diseases from rotting corpses.
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Zebra camouflage ©Björn Persson

Wildebeest calves are not the only source of easy prey in the wild -

zebra foals are also vulnerable from birth. Luckily their stripes act

as an important form of camouflage. Lions, which pose the main

threat for zebras, are colourblind, so if a zebra stands still amidst
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tall grass, it can often not be spotted.

Their stripes can also confuse potential predators. As a result,

they stick close together when they travel in herds, so that the

pattern of each zebra's stripes is difficult to distinguish from the

stripes of their neighbour. This makes it harder for predators to

single out a particular animal to attack. That said, little zebra

babies still make an easy target for predators - especially when

darkness sets in.
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The buffet ©Björn Persson

As soon as the calving season begins, so does the big feast for the

big cats. This is the time of year when lions, leopards and cheetahs

can gain weight quickly and store energy for the future, as it

becomes easy for them to enjoy a tasty morsel of vulnerable
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wildebeest calf.

Ndutu turns into one big buffet for three months and, as a result,

the Ndutu area is one of the few wildernesses where lions and

cheetahs can live side by side without posing great threat to each

other, as there is more than enough food for all predators for a

substantial part of the year.
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Angels of death ©Björn Persson

When the predators have finished eating, it’s time for the eagerly

waiting vultures to swoop in for the leftovers. A big, soaring kettle

is a certain sign of a kill, as vultures soon fill up the sky like dark

angels of death when they have spotted a potential feast.
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 However, vultures don’t have the sharpest sense of smell.

Instead, they rely on their excellent vision to find food, and the

more eyes that are scanning the ground, the quicker that they can

find some tasty treats. Vultures also keep an eye on bateleur and

tawny eagles, which fly closer to the ground and are often the first

to spot a kill. Once a kill has been located and the coast is clear,

the closest birds descend on the carcass, followed by the rest of the

kettle in a swift chain reaction.
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The race for life ©Björn Persson

Everything seems normal. The wind blows peacefully in the grass

and a Swahili sparrow chirps in a nearby acacia tree. The antelopes

continue grazing unwittingly on the lush grass, but death is lurking

in the shadows. The silent killer has set its sights on its prey and is
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closing in. Then suddenly the calm is broken. Seconds later, a

three-hour hunt reaches its finale and, once the dust clears, a

cheetah appears with its teeth sunk deep into the throat of its

defenceless kill.
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The kiss of death ©Björn Persson

At the break of day you can almost feel the smell of fresh blood in

the air. The grass is spattered with red spots, and lions can be

found feasting on their nighttime bounties. They usually start

feeding by opening the abdomen and eating the entrails. Most
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lions will eat the heart, liver and kidneys, but it is unusual for them

to open up the skull. Food is shared begrudgingly, and the

dominant male serves himself first. The smallest and weakest lions

often lose out, as even hungry mothers don't like to share with

their offspring.
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The feast ©Björn Persson

As soon as the sun goes down and the cheetahs take their rest, an

even more powerful cat takes the stage. The cover of darkness

provides the perfect setting for lions to stealthily fill their

stomachs.
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Unlike cheetahs who use their speed to hunt, lions have much

smaller lungs and need to rather stalk or ambush their prey. To

increase their success rate, they often hunt together and target

newborn zebras and wildebeests, which are even more vulnerable

in the night. The lions capitalise on these evening excursions, and

they tend to keep on hunting until the first light.
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The last breath ©Björn Persson

The cheetah's body is truly specialised for speed. Its thin and light

torso makes it well suited to explosive bursts, rapid acceleration

and its rudder-like tail gives it the ability to execute extreme

changes in direction mid-sprint.
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Thanks to their speed, they are able to target prey that are

difficult for other predators to catch. However, cheetahs are not

long-distance runners and they are easily fatigued after a chase -

their temperature can rise to 105°F during this time, which

requires them to rest afterwards.
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Fast food ©Björn Persson

A cheetah will normally eat about 14kg in one sitting, but a

successful hunt doesn't necessarily mean a full belly. Due to their

size and build, they are submissive and elusive animals that are

often chased away from their kills. After a huge, energy-depleting
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burst of speed, their prey can be snatched from under their noses

by competing predators such as lions, leopards, hyenas and wild

dogs. Even jackals can benefit once hyenas have chased off the

cheetah. As a result, their fight for food never stops, and they need

to eat fast when they have the chance!
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A mother's love ©Björn Persson

Once a meal is finished, cheetahs can spend hours grooming each

other, which is part of their social behaviour. Like all big cats,

cheetahs have long, rough tongues covered with tiny rasps. When
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the cheetah licks its coat, the rasps comb through the hairs to

remove blood, dirt and grass.

   A mother and her cubs help each other with this task, and

everyone pitches in to ensure that faces are clean after eating. They

purr noisily while doing so, and this is a way of communicating

comfort and affection.
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